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EVOLUTION AND INCARNATION: A FRANCISCAN PERSPECTIVE

texts and mystical insights. This synthesis had antecedents, not 
only in the Franciscan tradition, but also in the approach of Eastern 
Churches. Thus, the proposed vision finds convincing support in 
history, tradition, biblical texts, and a real consistency with modern 
science at a level of detail.

Camino Questions. In medieval times, as now, every individual 
pilgrim had their own motivations and their own understanding of 
the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela. It was personal to them, 
part of their own journey of life. There was no single path, no fixed 
route, no rigidly prescribed way of engaging with the phenomenon 
that was and is the pilgrimage to Santiago, its spirituality or its 
history. No two pilgrim stories were the same. Yet, those who walk 
the Camino de Santiago in the twenty-first century become very 
conscious of the shared experience of walking in the footprints of 
others from earlier times. For the more than 5,000 people annually 
from Ireland who have walked at least 100 km of a pilgrim route to 
Santiago in recent years, the question inevitably arises – did Irish 
people travel to Santiago in medieval times? If so, who were they? 
Why did they go? How did they get there? Why Santiago? 

– Bernadette Cunningham, Medieval Irish Pilgrims to Santiago 
de Compostela. (Dublin: Four Courts Press) p. 11.
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Recognised and seen,
designed to be,

a single garment
whole and undivided;
disunity and division

destroy the vision,
become a rent

in the seamless garment
of Christ’s love.

A single witness,
like the cross

that made us one,
that unites

and not divides;
united, seen as one,

one with God
and with each other.
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